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Multi-stages decision voice print recognition in telecommunication
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Abstract. Using the cepstrum and pitch parameter, a VQ voice print recognition (i.e. speaker identification) method
was realized and used in telecommunication. In this paper, we analyzed the characteristic of long-time LPCCEP and
the pitch parameter for text-independent speaker identification. Considering the different contribution of each LPC
cepstrum component, the weight was added to modify the distortion measurement. Based on the improved vector
quantification (VQ), we constructed the speaker individual model and the system was training shorter, the response
real time and the data memory smaller. A simple pitch measurement was introduced and applied in multi-stage
decision to raise system robustness. The test results show that using about 10 seconds voice, in 60 speakers set, the
correct identification rate is above 95%.
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Introduction
Recently, voice print recognition technology has caused
widespread interests for its convenience, economic, and
veracity. Particularly in identity automatic identification
based on telecommunication, as one of the human
biology characteristics, voice print is advantaged and
irreplaceable.
Voice print recognition is realized when speakers
provide the system with speech materials, considering
whether speech materials is fixed or not, it is divided
into two cases: text-dependent and text-independent.
The later is more practical because of less limitation,
and can prevent from voice bootleg in use. This paper
introduces a rapid and accurate recognition method,
which analyzes and processes readily, then tells the
speaker form all set in high correct rate, which based on
an arbitrary speech, when speech materials are unstable
and irregular. We will discuss this method in the
following aspects: feature parameter selection,
recognition modeling, system structure, and test
experiments. This technology has been applied to some
business system,such as: SpeakerKey of ITT company,
VoiceGuardian of Keyware company and so on[1].
Several problems should be solved in voice print
recognition technology, such as, the unsteady
recognition capacity because of voice drift[2], and the
extracted information lacking of emotion factor[3].

Speech Feature Analysis
Feature parameters extraction is crucial in voice print
recognition. Pitch is an obvious acoustic feature. The
pitch periods of different speakers vary not so much,
could be imitated easily, and change a lot over time.
a
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Therefore it has a poor effect to recognize, when using
pitch parameters only.
Comparatively speaking, vocal tract features change
a little over time, and can’t be imitated easily. And it is
the more important physiology difference of speakers’
personality, and the spectrum envelope of speech is the
acoustic performance of vocal tract. In comparison to
pure unvoiced sound, voiced sound has a high frame
loudness and high SNR, and contains more speakers’
information. Applying linear prediction analysis
technology, vocal tract and voice source feature can be
separated effectively. Particularly, we analyze some
typical vocal tract parameters, including LPC,
PARCOR and LPC cepstrum coefficient. LPC cepstrum
coefficient performs best in speaker recognition, and is
easy to calculate. Through long-time average
processing to LPC cepstrum coefficient , speech content
information would be weakened, but vocal tract
characteristic is almost invariant. Independent of vocal
tract, pitch information can be applied to raise the
system robustness.

Feature Parameter Extraction[4]
According to the above mentioned analysis, applying
linear prediction analysis method, we extract long-time
LPC cepstrum vector and pitch period, and the
extraction algorithm is shown in the figure 1. In the
minimum phase condition of all-pole vocal tract model,
the solution formula of short-time LPC cepstrum can be
deduced:
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We regard the speaker personality characteristic as a
information source, and model it using VQ technology.
We use long time LPCCEP parameters as the
information source characteristic of speakers and built
N different code books corresponding to N speakers.
Owing to the massive data and the uniform distribution
of training vectors in feature space, the original code
book is selected randomly to save time. Iteration steps
are as follows:
1. Initialization: The number of given code word of the
code book is L, distortion threshold ɛ>0, randomly
select original code book YL(0), Xk(k=0,1,...,K) is the
training sequence, at first iterations n=0, average
distortion D-1=∞;
2. According to the given code books YL{Yi,i=1,2,...,L},
we use training sequences Xk ϵ Si make d(Xk,Yi)<d(Xk,Y)
(YϵYL), to get the optimum boundary Si(n), then calculate
the average distortion of the training sequence in this
optimum zone boundary:
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Where ak (k=1,2,...,p) is a predictive coefficient, and
can be solved by Durbin recurrence method from
speech signal S(n), and p is the predictive order. ĥ(n) is
the LPC complex cepstrum, and c(n) is the cepstrum.
The lower part of the cepstrum decays rapidly as n
increases, therefore a p-order cepstrum vector far less
than frame width( N ) could express the vocal tract
characteristics of a voice frame, and P values 8 to 16
typically. Applying the adaptive endpoints detection
method, to detect voiced sound, we average every 10
frames to consist a frame of long-time LPC cepstrum
vector.
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3. If
Fig. 1 The block graph of features extraction
In the quantitative analysis, when P values 16, the
each component of 16-orders LPC cepstrum coefficient
contributes differently, and 6-order to 16-order
components contribute much more significantly and
obviously. Using this phenomenon to modify the
distortion measurement formula, the system response
speed of speaker recognition would be raised.

Sl(n) is the designed zone boundary, and the iteration is
end. Otherwise, continue.
4. Calculating these L zones’ centers of form, and using
these L centers to make up the new code book YL(n+1) of
the (n+1) time iteration, (n+1) replace n, and turn to
step 2.
Considering the different contributions of each
component of LPCCEP parameters, we should develop
the average distortion measurement formula, that is, to
weigh euclidean distance,

Build Recognition Model on VQ[5]
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In recent 20 years, Vector Quantification is a
well-developed
effective
compression
coding
technology. Considering its great classification capacity,
the statistical information of long time speech
characteristic parameters would be quantified integrally
to distinguish different speakers. Simultaneously, data
would be compressed effectively , speech segmentation
and time warping problem that hard to deal with would
be avoided. VQ speaker identification system is shown
in Fig.2.
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Where p=feature dimension, ρ2(i)=1/σ2(i), and σ(i) is
the variance mean of each dimension component. The
improved distance formula reflects the recognition
capacity of each component adequately, thus raises the
system response speed. Test speech feature vector
sequence Xk(k=1,2,...,K) and all speakers’ code books
should calculate their average quantification distortion,
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Then choose the smallest one or some among Di as
the result and make further judgment.
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Multi-features and Multi-stages Decision Method
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We adopt LPC cepstrum based on VQ to make the first
decision in the identification process, then use
Multi-stages decision strategy combining pitch
characteristic to make further decision. In the first

Fig.2 VQ speaker identification system
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decision, LPC cepstrum vectors of the test speech pick
up M speakers which have the minimum distortions,
M<20%*N generally. Then we propose the pitch
distortion measurement formula,

Conclusion and Suggestion

If the distortion with the optimum code book is less
than the specified threshold, then the corresponding
speaker is the one to identify, otherwise the test speech
is the sample outside the set.

In the speaker identification system based on VQ,
adopting the pitch and cepstrum combined method,
using weighting distortion measurement considering
unbalance contribution of different components,
therefore the founded voice print identification system
is more complete than the cepstrum only system. In
addition, this paper puts forward the decision strategy of
voice tract characteristic identification firstly and then
pitch feature recognition lastly, which is effective to
avoid imitative testers to some extent, and it is also an
important measure to raise the system robustness.
This method will be improved in the following aspect,
when using LBG algorithm to cluster, the splitting
method is time-consuming, and the random method is
not precise enough. The system would be more practical
if a precise and time-saving cluster algorithm could be
used.

Identification Experiments and Results
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Where P,σ are the pitch mean and variance of the test
sample, α1,α2 value 1 usually. For M speakers’
templates, combining this two features, the combined
measurement formula is defined as the final
identification result.
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